www.cerocescape.com

PASSPORT TO DANCE

DIFFERENT DANCE STYLES
TAUGHT MANY VARIED AND
EXCITING WORKSHOPS OVER 50
HOURS OF FREESTYLE

Welcome
We are now celebrating our 15th year hosting Ceroc Escape
weekenders, and throughout that time, we've developed a
pretty successful formula.
It's all about the people!

TEACHERS FROM
ALL OVER THE UK DJS FROM FAR
& WIDE SILENT DISCO CAMP
ATTACK! SACK THE DJ MASSAGE
SWIMMING WORKSHOP DVDS
SELECTION OF DANCE SHOES ON
SALE MASTERCLASSES QUIZZES

BALLROOM WITH ALEXANDRU
POGOR AND KATRINA NORTH

ON LINE GENDER CONTROLLED
BOOKING SYSTEM CABARETS AND
COMPETITIONS PRIVATE LESSONS

It's all about the teachers. This weekend our 40+ classes
demonstrate the finest concepts from our prized Ceroc
teachers; Dan Hewitt Green, Max Rycroft and Chrissy Green
present a brand new progressive Blues syllabus, Alexandru
Pogor and Katrina North return with two exceptional
Ballroom and Latin taster workshops, and your dance
adventure explodes with lessons in Foxtrot, Zumba, Waltz,
Yoga, Tango, SILC, Aerials, Styling, Seducers, Tag and
Zouk.
It's all about the DJs. Music is the driving force behind
everything we do, and we only present the top DJs from
across the country. With 5 venues to choose from, each
offering diverse styles, tempos and genres, you'll just be
gutted that you can't do it all!
It's all about you! Our dedicated members are the true
secret to our success. Your energy, enthusiasm,
participation, experimentation, laughter, creativity, crazy
chalet parties, 5am stamina and undying love of all things
dance are the true heart of these events, and we thank you
for keeping it beating for 15 fabulous years.
We've got 8 events in the calendar:
Your next Camber fix is Jamfest 26-28 Jun 2020, and
bookings open next week for this sell-out event.
Coming up first though is Southport Scorch 05-07 Jun
2020, bookings already open and selling exremely fast.
We are so excited to welcome you here...have an awesome
weekend.
Tim Sant-Turner and the Escape Committee x

Exceedingly Useful Information
PARKING
Parking is limited at Camber and consequently we sell parking vouchers
leading up to the event. If you have not booked onsite parking then you will
need to park offsite as we have sold out of spaces. Please note, you may be
ticketed by the local authorities if you park illegally with any wheel on the
pavement or grass. We cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage to
vehicles. We may be able to let cars onsite from Sunday 2pm (check at the
gate). You can however drop your bags off onsite with a £50 refundable cash
deposit, providing you leave within the hour.
This is the only event we charge for parking and this is simply to encourage car
sharing as there are not enough parking spaces onsite and the town can’t cope
with excessive street parking. By charging for parking, we have been able to
hold the price of accommodation.
PROBLEMS?
If you have any problems or questions please come to the ‘Weather
Information Centre’ situated in the foyer of the main complex. Pontins reception
is also manned and there is security on duty all night.
WEATHER INFORMATION CENTRE
Located in the main foyer, this is where you can book Masterclasses, Massage,
organise Private Lessons and buy a range of Ceroc, SILC and Style DVDs.
Opening times Fri 3-10pm, Sat 10am-10pm and Sun 10am-8pm.
CLASS ROTATION
Although we don’t encourage it, it is possible to remain with a fixed partner in
all classes. There will inevitably be more of one gender than another in some
classes, however our gender balancing policy should alleviate this problem
considerably. There will be row organisers in all classes to assist.
DANCE ETIQUETTE
Please be considerate to your partner and fellow dancers and remember
airsteps are not permitted for safety reasons. Take care when doing any form
of drop keeping safety and spatial awareness at the forefront of your mind as
we will not be held responsible for any injuries that you incur. There will be
hours of dancing so remember to stay fresh and wash your hands regularly.
AERIALS, LIFTS AND DROPS
If you anticipate participating in any aerials, lifts or drops class, then we
strongly recommend you bring your own safety matting, as Ceroc will not be
providing any. We did provide details of a supplier in your confirmation email,
and hopefully therefore you have organised your own. Ceroc will not be held
responsible for any personal injury at our weekenders, and therefore it's for you
to ensure you are comfortable with the content. You should leave a class if you
are not entirely confident with the content.

ACCOMMODATION
Just to remind you, your apartment will not be cleaned during the weekend. All
breakages or problems must be reported to Pontins reception.
ELECTRICITY
If you have booked Budget or Classic accommodation you will need to charge
your electric meter using the machines at the Pontins Main reception, or out of
hours with a Pontins Duty Manager. All you will need is your room key, and
payment can be made by cash (notes only) or card.
LINEN AND TOWELS
Pontins are no longer providing these items. You can buy some rather trendy
linen from reception Singles £5 and Doubles £8 to take away with you, or
simply bring your own finest Egyptian cotton from home.
GOING GREEN!
We have organised complimentary water from coolers in the main dance
venues (subject to availability). Please use as few plastic cups as possible at
the water coolers, or feel free to bring your own flask to fill (but please be
aware that Pontins operate a no glass policy.)
We have now completely phased out plastic welcome packs, but all the
previous contents will be available to collect as you register.
I’M HUNGRY!
No problem! There are various places to get food on site including take away
pizza and chicken at Whistle Stop (situated outside the Queen Vic entrance),
hot meals in Sands Restaurant (situated behind the arcade) or for those
looking to self cater, a Nisa Convenience Store is also onsite (next to the
Beach Gate). Due to lack of use in the daytime, the Sands Restaurant will only
be open for Breakfast and Evening Meal.
DVD OF CLASSES
DVDs of workshops taking place over the weekend will be on sale from 10am
on Sunday morning priced at £20 (£25+ after the event). Visit the sales desk
near the Weather Centre on Sunday to get your copy before they sell out! Note:
Starters Orders, some SILC and fee-based Masterclasses are not included.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND FILMING
All recordings and photographs made during this event are the property of
CEROC and may be used by them at any time.
Our extremely talented social photographer is Graham Farey. A selection of
photos taken over the weekend can be found on his Heart and Soul
Photography Facebook page, with the full album on the Gallery page at
www.ceroc.com.
CLOAKROOM
There will be no cloakroom facility due to lack of use at previous events. Please
be careful with your valuables, and only bring out what you need each night.
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WHIRLWIND BAZAAR
Forgotten your velour leotard or danced another hole in your favourite Crocs?
Don’t panic as Balca and her Stand Out Dancewear range are located in the
main foyer. www.standoutdancewear.co.uk
COLOURED WRISTBANDS
By now you will have been given a coloured wristband. You are required to
wear your wristband all weekend and they are coloured by gender. You cannot
access the main entertainments complex where all the workshops and freestyle
dancing are to be held, and where the bars and restaurants are situated,
without a correctly coloured wristband. Wristbands will be checked at all
entrances and by roaming stewards. When you are wearing a wristband you
can leave and re-enter the site at any time.
These wristbands can only be removed with scissors and therefore cannot fall
off by accident. If you lose your security wristband you will have to buy a
replacement (£99). You must also avoid removing the black tag from the
wristbands. Wristbands without a black tag are void, and a replacement band
must be purchased.
CEROC FOR BEGINNERS
In addition to the many advanced workshops this weekend, Ceroc has not
forgotten its roots and we will be hosting workshops specifically designed for
Beginners. These will be held in the Tempest Studio which is located in the far
left corner of the Thunderball Room upstairs. These workshops will be
progressive and totally rewarding for all new starters. Commencing at 7pm on
Friday and continuing throughout the weekend there will be 5 classes in total.
CEROC FOR NEW INTERMEDIATE DANCERS
Based on feedback from past events we also schedule classes for early
intermediate dancers so that we appeal to everyone. Look out for (All) or (-Int).
WHERE AND WHEN?
Take a look at the events listing on the back 3 pages of this booklet which lists
all the workshops happening during each day of the event. Simply turn up and
take part in any of the lessons in the Thunderball Room, The Cyclone or The
Tempest Studio. Masterclasses in the Cube will need to be pre-booked at the
Weather Information Desk, and numbers are limited.
INJURIES/FIRST AID
For first aid, call:
Rob Jackson - 07943 847207
Myles Woodhouse - 07943 847215
For emergencies, or if in doubt, dial 999
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terms and Conditions apply and can be found on our website.
CHECKOUT INFORMATION
You need to check out by 10am on Monday. Please remember to leave your
keys at reception or with the security gate upon departure.

List of Activities
MASTERCLASSES
With a maximum capacity of 34 people in fixed couples, these sessions
are for those wanting to master the art of particular dances and
techniques. They are pre-bookable at the Weather Centre at a charge of
£5 per head.
• Heightened Senses (Adv) with Matt & Victoria - expertly tune in to your
connection by blindfolding the use of your sight.
• Airborne (Int+) with Tony & Hayley - Exhilarating workshop covering
small lifts to get your partner flying.
• You, Me & The Music Pt1 (Int) & Pt 2 (Int+) with Jamie Eddy - Detailed
2 part exploration into rhythm, musicslity and style. Part 1 is not a prerequisite for part 2.
• Championships Secrets (Adv) with Kieran & Charlie - Competitions are
so much more than moves. Learn the tricks to standing our from the
crowd on a busy competition floor.
• Blues Toolkit 3: Smooth & Bluesy (Int+) with Dan Hewitt Green Smooth your Blues freestyle with rolling leads and seamless links.
• Blues Toolkit 4: Showstoppers (Int+) with Max & Chrissy - Blues
moves with added Wow factor from former Blues Open Champions.
• Zouk (Int) with Ekow Oduro - Sensual and lyrical Brazilian dance.
• Gather Momentum (Int+) with Emma Wright - Like a coiled spring, build
energy to create moments of drama and power. New moves and creative
style.
• Power Drops (Adv) with Tony & Hayley - Combine exciting drops with
expert precision for that ultimate jaw-dropping crowd-pleaser.
• Strictly Tango - All The Showy Stuff (Int) with Warren Richardson Master Tango 'wow' moves without the difficult technique.
• Heel, Toes, Slides (All Leads) with Ekow Oduro - Exciting styling for
leaders without effecting the control of clarity of their connection.
• Sisters of SILC (All Follows) with Charlie & Danni - Grounbreaking
styling and technique crash course for follows only.
• Scrolls (Adv) with Caine & Danni - Exhilirating travelling steps using a
build in momentum to create speed and acceleration.

PERFORMANCE CLASSES
Karen Toko will be hosting these exciting choreography sessions that will
culminate in a performance on Saturday night. Participate in the
performance by doing the 3 Performance Classes on Saturday from
2.30pm in the Tempest Studio. Dress code for the performance pays
homage to everyone's favourite Saturday night DJ set - 'Camp Attack'.
Bright colours, rainbows cheesy music and a healthy spattering of
glitter...this choreography is guaranteed to make you feel FABULOUS!
MUSIC
As well as our regular up-tempo Ceroc and down-tempo SILC freestyle
sessions, don't forget to check out Silent Disco, Motown/Northern Soul,
S'Funk, Tango, Blues, Swingers hour and our themed freestyles:
• 'BUCK 'N' BOOTS SALOON' - Ceroc's prized Country Hour...YEEHAH!
• 'SILC Lyrical' - soft and dreamy tracks for a smooth and gentle sway.
• 'MOJO' - hardcore Dance, House and Club Classics for all you ravers!
• 'CAMP ATTACK' - the best singalong gay anthems (bring your glitter!)
• 'ON A.I.R' - Alternative rock and indie anthems, for a new sound.
SACK THE DJ
Stand up for what you believe in - your chance to have a go, providing
you've brought your own laptop or iPhone. The decks will be waiting for
you in the Boudoir at certain times of the day. There is a schedule on the
wall to book your slot. No double or multiple slots please.
BIG FACT HUNT
Test your wits against your friends with Quiz Master Steve. Be prepared the language and content can get a little colourful! Over 18s only...leave
your propensity to be offended at the door.
SILENT DISCO
If you’ve never tried Silent Disco before, this is a must. We supply the
headsets, you choose the channel from 3 various playlists. The party
runs on both Friday and Saturday nights from midnight to 2am in the
Cube. See page 21 for more details.
PRIVATE LESSONS
Some teachers are available for private lessons. If you know who you
want a lesson with, approach the teacher directly, or please visit the
Weather Information Centre for guidance. The cost is £50 per hour.
GREAT ESCAPEE COMPETITION
If you want to enter the Great Escapee Competition and win some
fantastic prizes then be in the Thunderball Room by 10.45pm on
Saturday night. This fun competition will take place during the Cabarets.
SWIMMING POOL
Check at reception for pool opening times, however this is usually at the
discretion of the team at Pontins.

WORKSHOPS* FROM THIS WEEKEND

THE GODS OF THUNDER
The evenings will consist of 5 rooms playing different music from our
outstanding line-up of DJs.
The 'Thunderball Room' plays brand new up-tempo sounds each
evening, as well as your favourite dance floor classics.
The ‘Tempest Studio’ hosts the Milonga and Blues sets of the weekend.
The ‘Cyclone’ Lounge is the non-stop music hot-spot in the afternoons,
and will play a mix of SILC genres every night until the sun comes up.
The 'Boudoir' is the hub for all WCS addicts on Fri and Sat midnight.
The 'Cube' celebrates the ever popular Silent Disco...party hard!
Our Gods of Thunder this weekend are:
Caine Langford, Dale 'Smood' St Rose, Danny Gallina, Denise Jaques,
Hayley Epps, Howard Pelling, James Ross, Joe Toko, John Baker, Jon
Gammon, Kevin Hyde, Kieran Moore, Lisa Benson,
Miranda Hewitt-Green, Paul Brooks, Steph Oram, Tim Sant-Turner,
Vince Silva & Warren Richardson.

WORKSHOP

DVD
AVAILABLE

THIS SUNDAY

SPECIAL THANKS
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IS NOW

Floor Layers, Wristband Checkers, Banner Hangers, Row Organisers,
Taxi Dancers, Car Park Attendants, Weather Information Centre team,
Registration Assistants and the Duty Management Team...you make this
event what it is, so thank you.

Can you remember all the workshops from this
weekend? We have the solution!
We're selling DVDs to take home with you
on Sunday from 10am till 8pm near the info desk.
2 DVD discs set including Saturday Cabaret Hour &
Freestyle. £20 event price,

Special gratitude goes to Chief Bull Myles Woodhouse and Head
Unicorn Gaynor Crocombe and the immensely deidcated teams they
both manage.

* This DVD does NOT include Starters Orders, Masterclasses, Performance Classes,
Fitness Classes or SILC® Foundation and Progressive.

Our weekend events would not be the success that they are without our
exceptional crew. It’s the people behind the scenes from set-up through
to take down who often go unrecognised and we would therefore like to
show our appreciation to everybody who helps with the smooth running
of our amazing weekenders.

www.CerocEscape.com

MEDFEST
13 - 20 SEP 2020

You are HERE!

Camber

03 - 10 MAY 2020

Paphos, Cyprus

05 - 07 JUN 2020

Southport

26 - 28 JUN 2020

Camber

04 - 06 SEP 2020

Southport

SAVE THE DATE! 02 - 04 OCT 2020
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Norfolk
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THE BIGGEST DANCE HOLIDAY
ON THE PLANET
www.cerocescape.com
theteam@clubdanceholidays.co.uk
Tel: 020 7099 4816

CEROC CRUISE

BALLROOM & LATIN

Italy - Venice, Bari.
Greece - Piraeus (Athens), Santorini,

Lessons (in Thunderball Room):

Corfu, Katakolon (Olympia).
Montenegro - Kotor.

Waltz Taster - Sunday 10:45-11:45am
Foxtrot Taster - Sunday 12:00-1:00pm

SUNDAY 15 MAR

These lessons will be free of charge to attend,
however you will need to turn up in with a fixed
partner if you wish to participate.

Ceroc Escape are proud to announce
Ballroom and Latin superstars Alexandru
Pogor and Katrina North at Ceroc Camber
Storm 2020. They will be performing in our
Saturday Night Cabaret hour, and teaching
taster classes in 2 different disciplines on
Sunday morning.
This incredible dancing duo have been
competing together for 5 years and are
currently training with the world champions in
Denmark. They are the Number 1 top couple
representing England in the World and
European Championships.
Don't miss their incredible performances, and
why not dip your toes into a different dance
style
and try FROM
their classes
Sunday?
DEPOSITS
ONLY on
£300
PER PERSON
01903 694322 TO DISCUSS OPTIONS

Looking for a dance partner?
Leave your contact details at the Weather
Information Centre and we'll do our best to help
you out.

STORM WEEKENDER FEEDBACK
The good, the bad and the downright ugly!
All feedback is read and valued. You will even be entered into
our prize draw to win your next weekender chalet for free!
Full Name

... HAVE YOUR SAY
Please tear these pages out of your booklet and leave in the
‘Feedback Box’. The box will be placed at reception during
opening hours between 10am and 10pm. Thanks for your time.
Which DJs set the dance floor on fire?

Email Address
Which tracks or music left you colder than a British Summer?
Telephone Number

How many Escape Weekenders have you ever attended?
What would you like to see more of (or less of) in the cabaret?

Which was your favourite lesson and/or teacher?

Which classes were your least favourite and why?

Any suggestions that you would like to see at future events?

Anything else that you would like to add?

CEROC ‘WELLBEING’
Throughout the weekend a team of professionally qualified practitioners
will be offering a variety of treatments.
All Treatments need to be booked in advance at the ‘Ceroc Wellbeing’
desk located in the main foyer. Cash Payments only.

£25 for 30 minutes
Deep tissue massage Great for releasing aches and
restoring tired muscles.
Acupuncture Uses fine sterile needles placed in specific
points on the body to balance energy.
Kinesiology Gentle muscle testing, good for relieving and
preventing muscle strain.
Sports Injuries Treatments If you have specific injuries
we can provide diagnosis and treatment.
Swedish Body/Relaxation Massage Stroking massage
with essential oils to relieve stress, tension, pain etc.
Reiki Channel positive energy and provide boost through
targetted hand placements.
Hot Stone Massage Smooth heated stones to relax
muscles, ease stress and improve flexibility.
Thai Foot Massage Work pressure points in the lower leg
to free blockages and relieve stress and tension.

Visit us in the foyer!
Opening times: Friday 5pm-11pm, Saturday 10:30am-7pm,
Sunday 10:30am-4:30pm. We accept all major credit and
debit cards and cash.

Great
Escapee
Competition
This Ceroc competition is
featured at our major Escape
Weekenders, and the winners
are chosen exclusively by the
adoring audience! With some
awesome prizes up for grabs, all
you have to do is win the hearts
of the crowd and you could be
crowned our Storm 2020
Champion.
You don't need any competition experience to take part; just
grab your favourite dancer by the arm and take to the floor
with other competitors. The competition also appears on our
weekender DVD, so you get to show off your dance skills to
all your friends at home.
The competition will take place during the Cabaret slot so
competitors and would-be judges need to be in the
Thunderball Room on Saturday night by 10:45pm.

CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE MUSIC
FROM THREE CHANNELS

SD TURBO

HARD AND FAST DANCE BANGERS!

SD CHEESE

PARTY ANTHEMS AND DANCE ROUTINE HEAVEN!

SD CLASSIC

THE HOTTEST CHART HITS FROM THEN AND NOW!

THE FINEST TUNES SELECTED BY
DJ JAMES ROSS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, MIDNIGHT TIL 2AM, THE CUBE

WHO'S WHO IN YOUR
TEACHING TEAM?
Alexandru Pogor & Katrina North (A&K)
This dynamic duo are currently UK Ballroom and Latin top
seeds. Real champions at their game, we are honoured to
have them perform and teach at Ceroc Blush. Make your way
to the Saturday night cabaret to see their 2 show dances, and
then why not try one of their 3 taster classes on Sunday? Full
details on pages 14 & 15.
Adam Deller (AD)
Hot property from the South East, Adam is a regular face on
the weeknder and Dance Holiday stage. His classes will
always teach you a snapshot of his accomplished lead and
smooth style, and his infinite moves are guaranteed to please
on the freestyle floor.
Brett Stewart (BS)
Brett will always greet you with a beaming smile, a warm hug
and fantastic muscles, but don't be distracted. Underneath
that exquisite exterior is a big, beautiful brain too. His classes
always deliver fresh new concepts, and his new 'Signature
Style' workshop explores how to move just like the funkster
himself.
Caine Langford & Danielle Moore (C&D)
Bristol SILC Sundays are renowned as one of the flagship
events in the SILC calendar, and with Caine and Danni's
combined teaching and DJing expertise at the help, it is no
surprise why. These guys draw a crowd with them wherever
they go; classes and DJ sets not to be missed.
Dale St Rose (DSR)
The original 'Mr Smood' always delivers fresh techniques in
his workshops. He is no stranger to the weekender stage, but
he comes to Storm with 2 brand new class concepts under his
belt. Keeeep Groovin' and Tame The Tempo will be packed
with style, finesse and musicality...so make sure you bring
your A game.

Dan & Miranda Hewitt-Green (DHG) (MHG)
Dan is one half of your dedicated Blues team this weekend.
Mastermind behind the Southampton 'SO Ceroc' massive,
Dan is renowned for intricate technical detail in his classes. If
you have ever wanted to learn Blues, check out the brand new
4-part Blues Toolkit classes this weekend. With the awesome
Miranda on the decks, get ready for a full Blues experience!
Ekow Oduro (EO)
He is a master of a number of dance styles and a wizard on
the dance floor; Ekow's innovation and creativity knows no
bounds. The 'Heels, Toes, Slides' Masterclass is a valuable
opportunity for leaders to steal his top styling tips, and move
like true competition royalty.
Emma Wright (EW)
This cheeky Kiwi powerhouse has dance in her blood. With
over 15 years of teaching experience in New Zealand and the
UK, M (aka Emma) and husband G have a brand new
Masterclass for Storm. 'Gather Momentum' promises new
moves, dynamic style and standout Wow moments.
Ivan & Kate Burton (I&K)
Scaling the South Coast from Ceroc Exeter and Devon come
two dancing, choreographing and judging stars Ivan and Kate.
Hosts of the increasingly popular South West Champs, if you
like a choreographic challenge, these guys are the teachers
for you.
James Boys (JB)
The dancing vet is back! And this time he has 2 awesome new
workshops for you to try. Ceroc Hove's James is full of energy
on the stage, and his stamina knows no limit on the freestyle
floor in the evening. Try the lessons, then grab him for a
spin...neither will leave you disappointed!
Jamie Eddy (JE)
Ceroc South Wales teacher Jamie has a flair for teaching
musicality. He and wife Jen are legends on the competition
circuit, and have picked up a rich knowledge of music and
styling. 'You, Me, The Music' is a two part masterclass that
shares their wisdom and will transform your freestyle.

Karen Toko (KT)
Championing the performance Team cabaret this weekend,
Karen invites you to don your brightest colours, cake your face
in glitter and CAMP IT UP! Rehearsals start at 2:30pm on
Saturday and the performance is Sat night. Go on...you know
all the words!
Kieran Moore & Charlie Brownlee (K&C)
Legends of SILC, masterminds behind Ceroc Vision,
champions of Medfest and weekender royalty, Kieran and
Charlie can be found at all the top events. They are as
approachable as they are inspirational, so be sure to grab
them for a smooth SILC in the early hours.
Matt Blain & Victoria Pollard (M&V)
Striking, powerful and theatrical, Matt & Victoria are
competition dancers through and through. Their lessons are
highly sought after by those who wish to add expression and
star performance quality into their dancing. Dancers of all
abilities will take so much away from these dance floor Gods.
Max Rycroft & Chrissy Green (M&C)
Former Blues Open Champions Max and Chrissy take to the
weekender stage for the first time as the second half of your
Blues aficionados this weekend. With showstopping grace and
style, their 4 Part Blues Toolkit package this weekend is
unmissable for those looking to hone their Blues freestyle.
Shaun Dobie (SD)
Shaun is a top teacher and DJ for Ceroc Live. He has built up
an amazing reputation in the South West, and hosts the
inceasingly popular Flow freestyle. 'Rotational' is the class to
watch this weekend. Spins, turns, whips and lassos to
escalate your freestyle to exciting new heights.
Simona Tatarova (ST1)
We take great pride in looking after our newbie dancers here
at Ceroc, which is why we have appointed the fun, friendly and
infinitely knowledgeable Simona as our Beginner Teacher this
weekend. All our new starters will get the best introduction to
Ceroc under her care and expertise.

Steve Thomas (ST2)
Talented choreographer, top notch dancer, creator of Ceroc
Evolution and frightfully easy on the eye, Steve is, what they
call in the industry, the full package. Many say he's past his
prime, but not us. He's a bit of a new moves connoisseur, so
Legendary New Moves is definitely one to check out this
Saturday.
Tess Newell (TN)
There's only one way to start Sunday morning, and that's
pumping energy and working up a power sweat with this
gorgeous firecracker. Zumba is a high energy Latin workout,
and Tess will have you puffing, laughing, panting, smiling and
sweating in equal measure. Wear your comfies, bring your
enthusiasm, and make sure you leave time for a shower after.
Tim Sant-Turner (TST)
Cut him in half and he bleeds orange and black. Head of
Dance for Ceroc, Tim trains new teachers, develops new
moves, creates the national Ceroc teaching syllabus and has
creative management over the scheduling for all of our
Escape weekenders. When he's not doing all of that, he
delivers some pretty bangin' lessons too. Footwork Finesse is
an advanced challenge for footwork enthusiasts.
Tony & Hayley Epps (T&H)
They command the stage, they command the dance floor, and
at night, she commands the decks! This powerhouse couple
come with their very own fan club, and whether they are
teaching high flying aerials or death defying drops, you are
guaranteed to leave with supercharged enthusiasm for your
dancing. Be prepared...the Epps are electric!
Warren Richardson (WR)
There is no-one more capable than Warren when it comes to
looking after our budding Tango aficionados. Brains behind
Tango Bootcamps on the South Coast, Warren's experience in
the Tango community is unparalleled. Whether new or a
seasoned pro, you may quickly find that his Tango classes
and Milongas become the highlight of your weekend.

Workshops (no need to prebook) are shown in RED

Tempest
(Off Thunderball
Room)

Cyclone
(Downstairs)

Thunderball Room
(Upstairs)

(Beg) These classes are suitable for complete Beginners.
(-Int) Early Intermediate Lesson, easy and achievable for all.
(Int) Regular Intermediate Lesson, for established dancers.
(Int+) More difficult Intermediate Lesson, a challenge for most.
(Adv) High level and hard moves. No Beginners or early Intermediates.
(All) Suitable for everyone.

Boudoir
(Queen Vic pub)

The Cube
(Upstairs and left)

FRI

Masterclasses are shown in BLUE
Book in advance at the Weather Centre

Thunderball Room

Tempest

Cyclone

The Cube

The Boudoir

18:00

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Sack the DJ
Open Decks

19:00

Ceroc Freestyle James Ross

Closed

Starters Orders (Beg) ST1
Beginners Lesson

Closed

Sack the DJ
Open Decks

20:00

There's a Storm Brewin'! (All) TST Closed
Intermediate Ice-Breaker Lesson

Starters Orders (Beg) ST1
Beginners Lesson

Closed

Sack the DJ
Open Decks

21:00

Ceroc Freestyle Tim Sant-Turner

Closed

Tango Taster (All) 21:30 WR

Closed

Sack the DJ

22:30

Ceroc Freestyle Paul Brooks

SILC Zone Kevin Hyde

Milonga 22:30 - 00:00 WR

Closed

Sack the DJ

23:30

Ceroc Freestyle Howard Pelling

SILC Zone Tim Sant-Turner

Blues Toolkit 1 (All) 00:00 DHG Silent Disco 00:00-02:00

Sack the DJ

00:30

Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

SILC Zone Steph Oram

Blues 01:00 - 03:00 MHG

Silent Disco 00:00-02:00

WCS Sack the DJ 00:00

01:30

Ceroc Freestyle Hayley Epps

SILC Zone Caine Langford

Blues 01:00 - 03:00 MHG

Closed

WCS Sack the DJ 01:00

02:30

Ceroc Freestyle Lisa Benson

SILC Zone Vince Silva

Blues 01:00 - 03:00 MHG

Closed

WCS Sack the DJ 02:00

03:30

Closed

SILC Zone Kieran Moore

Closed

Closed

Closed

04:30

Closed

SILC Zone Danny Gallina

Closed

Closed

Closed

05:30

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

SAT

Thunderball Room

Tempest

Cyclone

The Cube

The Boudoir

09:30

Closed

Closed

Starters Orders (Beg) ST1
Beginners Lesson

Dynamic Yoga (All) TST
Energise and breathe

Closed

10:45

SILC Foundation (Int) ST2
An intro to smooth, slotted SILC

Light & Shade (Int+) C&D
Depth & contrast in your styling

Splice It Up (-Int) JB
Chop moves & create more

Heightened Senses (Adv)
Partnered Masterclass BR

Closed

12:00

Footwork Finesse (Adv) TST
Footwork, frame & flow

Keeeeeep Groovin'! (Int) DSR
Simply moves with extra ZING!

Blues Toolkit 2 (Int) M&C
Mythbusters and secrets

You, Me, The Music 1 (Int)
Partnered Masterclass JE

Sack the DJ 'til 1pm
Open Decks

13:15

Signature Style (Int) BS
Simple tips for cutting edge style

Effortless (Int+) EO
Moves with natural & organic flow

Time To Think (-Int) I&K
Extend moves to create time

Championship Secrets (Adv) Steve's Big Fact Hunt 1

14:30

SILC Progressive (Int+) C&D
Step up your SILC game

Rotational (Int) SD
Whips, pivots & lassos

Performance Class (All) KT
3 sessions of choreography

Airborne (Int+)
Buck n Boots Saloon
Partnered Masterclass T&H 14:30 Country with Vince

15:45

Legendary New Moves (Int) ST2
Fresh innovation from the man

Mojo Tim Sant-Turner
Club Classics 15:30 - 16:30

Performance Class (All) KT
3 sessions of choreography

Blues Toolkit 3 (Int+)
Keep The Faith
Partnered Masterclass DHG 15:30 Motown with Kie

17:00

The Art Of Stillness (Int+) K&C
Freezes that create powerful impact

Ceroc Classics Paul Brooks
Your favourite tunes 16:30-17:30

Performance Class (All) KT
3 sessions of choreography

Zouk (Int)
Partnered Masterclass EO

SILC Vibe
16:30 Funk with Danny

18:15

Mind Melt (Adv) I&K
Top level moves, challenging links

Ceroc Classics Lisa Benson
Your favourite tunes 17:30-18:30

Dips & Drops 101 (Int) EW
Technique, safety & style

Strictly Tango (Int)
Partnered Masterclass WR

SILC Lyrical
17:30 Smooth with Caine

19:30

Closed

SILC Zone Miranda HG
Slow Tempo Tunes 18:30-20:00

Starters Orders (Beg) ST1
Beginners Lesson

Closed

Sack the DJ
18:30-20:30 Open Decks

20:00

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

21:00

Ceroc Freestyle Howard Pelling

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

22:00

Ceroc Freestyle John Baker

SILC Zone Joe Toko

Closed

Closed

Closed

23:00

Cabaret Hour & Competition

SILC Zone Denise Jaques

Closed

Closed

Closed

00:00

Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

SILC Zone Vince Silva

Milonga WR 00:00-1am

Silent Disco 00:00-02:00

WCS Sack the DJ 00:00

01:00

Ceroc Freestyle Paul Brooks

SILC Zone Kieran Moore

Blues Lounge John B 1-2am Silent Disco 00:00-02:00

WCS Sack the DJ 01:00

02:00

CAMP ATTACK! Tim Sant-Turner

SILC Zone Kevin Hyde

Blues Lounge John B 2-3am Closed

WCS Sack the DJ 02:00

03:00

Ceroc Freestyle Hayley Epps

SILC Zone Steph Oram

Blues Lounge MHG 3-4am

Closed

Closed

04:00

Closed

SILC Zone John Baker

Closed

Closed

Closed

05:00

Closed

SILC Zone Smood

Closed

Closed

Closed

06:00

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Partnered Masterclass K&C Pub Quiz (13:00-14:30)

SUN

Thunderball Room

Tempest

Cyclone

The Cube

The Boudoir

09:30

Closed

Closed

Starters Orders (Beg) ST1
Beginners Lesson

Closed

Closed

10:45

Intro To Waltz (Int) A&K
Fixed couples - see page 14

Zumba (All) TN
Energetic Latin party workout

...With A Twist (-Int) BS
Beginner move facelift

You, Me, The Music 2 (Int+) Closed
Partnered Masterclass JE

12:00

Intro To Foxtrot (Int) A&K
Fixed couples - see page 14

Tricks & Tangles (Int+) AD
Power Drops (Adv)
Sack the DJ 'til 1pm
SILC New Moves (Adv) K&C
Latest concepts from the SILC Gods Knotted patterns, hand trickery Partnered Masterclass T&H Open Decks

13:15

Timed To Perfection (Int+) M&V
Work The Weight (Int) BS
Choreographed musicality sequence Move weight to make momentum

Another Dimension (Int+) JB Heels, Toes, Slides (All
Steve's Big Fact Hunt 2
Extend beyond the slot
Leads) Solo Masterclass EO Pub Quiz (13:00-14:30)

14:30

Tag (Int+) AD
2 leads, 1 follow, smooth changes

Armography (Int) I&K
Creative & effective arm styling

Hands Off (Int) SD
Hip and shoulder body leads

Sisters of SILC (All follows) Swinger's Hour 14:30
Solo Masterclass CB & DM Swing with Hayley

15:45

Fresh & Fancy (Adv) JE
Challenges for playful dancers

Ceroc Classics Joe Toko
Your favourite tunes 15:30-16:30

Tame The Tempo (Int) DSR
Change speeds with finesse

Gather Momentum (Int+)
Partnered Masterclass EW

17:00

Burn The Floor (Int) ST2
Natural travelling momentum

S'Funk Kieran & Vince
Soul Funk Freestyle 16:30-18:00

Jawdroppers (Adv) ST1
Showy 'Wow' moves

Scrolls (Adv)
SILC Lyrical16:30
Partnered Masterclass C&D Smooth with Steph

18:15

Adrenaline (Int) T&H
Effective moves for fast tunes

SILC Zone Denise Jaques
Slow Tempo Tunes 18:00-19:00

Tango Progressive (Int+) WR Blues Toolkit 4 (Int+)
Afternoon Blues 17:30
Step up your Tango skills
Partnered Masterclass M&C Blues with Miranda

19:30

Closed

SILC Zone Smood
Slow Tempo Tunes 19:00-20:00

Closed

Closed

Sack the DJ
18:30-20:30 Open Decks

20:30

Ceroc Freestyle Paul Brooks

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

21:30

Ceroc Freestyle James Ross

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

22:30

Ceroc Freestyle Hayley Epps

SILC GOLD Paul Brooks

Milonga W&I 22:30-00:30

Closed

Closed

23:30

Ceroc Freestyle Lisa Benson

SILC Zone Kevin Hyde

Milonga W&I 22:30-00:30

Closed

Closed

00:30

Ceroc Freestyle Kieran Moore

SILC Zone Joe Toko

Blues Lounge Smood 00:30

Closed

Closed

01:30

Ceroc Freestyle Howard Pelling

SILC Zone John Baker

Blues Lounge Smood 01:30

Closed

Closed

02:30

Ceroc Freestyle Jon Gammon

SILC Zone Kieran Moore

Blues Lounge Smood 02:30

Closed

Closed

03:30

SURVIVORS PHOTO!

SILC Zone Denise Jaques

Closed

Closed

Closed

04:30

Closed

SILC Zone Caine Langford

Closed

Closed

Closed

05:30

Closed

SILC Zone Caine Langford

Closed

Closed

Closed

06:30

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

On A.I.R 15:30
Indie & Rock with Tim

Head upstairs and turn left to find the

‘CUBE’ Masterclasses
You, Me & The Music 1 & 2
Heightened Senses
Championship Secrets
Airborne
Blues Toolkit 3 & 4
Zouk
Strictly Tango: The Showy Stuff
Power Drops
Heels, Toes, Slides
Sisters Of SILC
Gather Momentum
Scrolls

Book at the Weather Centre!

